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“HAUS”, part II: “Zirkus” continues this inquiry into
language, narrative and possibilities for repair.
This time the circus is adopted as a language
and form, given Novaragasse’s proximity to
the circuses on nearby Zirkusgasse and in the
Prater. This language summons the complex—
at times rich, at time troubling—entertainment
and creative legacies of this neighborhood
in Vienna’s second district. Part II of the sonic
diptych follows the performative structure of
the old circuses, a chaotic sequence of spectacles and acts: an antenna “aerial” artist, a ghost
castle, a flea circus, surprise performers. Like
the Kabbalistic language in part I, the circus is
a strange language, the only kind of language
possible for connecting to the annihilating
spectacle that happened in the house. And like
Kabbalah, the circus is a language of those on
the margins of culture; the margins reverberate
with possibility for transforming the center.
The circus, etymologically linked to the Latin
word for circle, is a language that can bring
people together while also carrying a legacy
of problematic forms of othering, oppression
and exploitation. So too, the original circus
of ancient Rome was created as a political
distraction, keeping the populace passive.
Recognizing the wreckage within its language
and form, the Haus Zirkus asserts and energizes
the circus’ possibilities for surreal truth-telling
and for creating an inclusive and expanding circle: of performers, ghosts and memories of the
house and neighborhood, current inhabitants
of the Novaragasse house and all who witness
and listen. Through attention and creative acts,
this circus attempts to both witness and repair
its own discursive legacy. At the same time, the
Haus Zirkus works with the painful wreckage
and creative vitality of the Novaragasse house
across time and helps bear witness to, mend
and transform the intimate spaces of the self,
family and home, and the wider public circles
of community, city and beyond.
—Karen Werner

KAREN WERNER *1967 in Pittsburgh PA, USA, is a
radio artist & sociologist. She was an artist-inresidence in Vienna at TONSPUR through Q21/
MQ in 2017 and at studio das weisse haus in
2016, producing episodes of “Strange Radio”, a
seven-episode audio project about Holocaust
postmemory in Vienna. Werner is a 2017–2018
Fellow of the Memorial Foundation for Jewish Culture and received a Tending Space
Fellowship from the Hemera Foundation from
2014–2016 for artists with a Buddhist practice. Her
writings about radio, autoethnography and the
performativity of language have been published
in a range of academic journals. She lives in
Montague MA, USA.

“HAUS”, part I: “Covenant of the Tongue”, 2017
• duration ~ 18’00’’ • concept, recordings and
composition Karen Werner • voices Hermine
Jira, Vered Katz, Yuval Katz-Wilfing, Karolina
Konopka, Natalia Kubica, Agata Leżuch, Paweł
Mendrek, Philipp Mettauer, Patrycja Modrzyńska,
Reisa Mukamal, Gabriela Palicka, Agata Pawlik,
Karen Werner, Hanna Woźniak, and der Sprechchor directed by Bruno Pisek.
“HAUS”, part II: “Zirkus”, 2018 • duration ~ 18’00’’ •
concept, recordings and composition Karen
Werner • voices Edwin Deutsch, Yuval KatzWilfing, Karen Werner, and der Sprechchor
directed by Bruno Pisek • sound contributions Benjy Fox-Rosen, Reni Hofmüller, Elisabeth
Kelvin, der sprechchor • sound engineer Martin
Leitner.
“HAUS”, TONSPUR 76_parts I + II • 8-channel
soundwork, 7-part series of images, eight
engraved brass plaques, radiowork • production TONSPUR Kunstverein Wien • for the series
TONSPUR für einen öffentlichen raum • artistic
director Georg Weckwerth • installation set
up Peter Szely • in collaboration with ORF Kunst
radio, ORANGE 94.0, MAG3 • special thanks
to Dr. Domagoj Akrap, Clare Ellis, Dr. Felicitas
Heimann-Jelinek, Hermine Jira, Paweł Kamiński,
Yuval Katz-Wilfing, Keith McGowan, Dr. Philipp
Mettauer, Paweł Mendrek, David Nielsen, Julia
Over, Bruno Pisek, Georg Salner, Susanne UsluPauer, Anna Maria Tatu (Supersense), Marion
Werner, Gregory Whitehead, Irma Wulz,
Elisabeth Zimmermann.
“HAUS,” part I: “Covenant of the Tongue” and
“HAUS”, part II: “Zirkus” are the concluding
episodes of Werner’s seven-episode audio
project, “Strange Radio”. A “Strange Radio”
compilation album and booklet will be released in 2019.

SIMONE BADER *1964 in Stuttgart, is an artist living
in Vienna. She teaches at the Academy of Fine
Arts Vienna.
DVORA BARZILAI *1961 in Tel Aviv, is a visual artist
living in Vienna. She draws the inspiration for her
paintings and sculptures from the life she leads as
an observant Jew.

PRINZpod *1943/1955 in Linz/Domschale, Austria/
Slovenia live in Vienna. In 2017 they realised the
Aspang Railway Station Memorial. Place of the
Victims of Deportation, Vienna.
GEORG SALNER *1958 in Galtür, Austria. Studies at
the graphic masterclass, Academy of Fine Arts Vienna. He lives as a conceptual painter, installation
artist and photographer in Vienna.
GUE SCHMIDT *1956 in Austria, works in the fields
of visual acoustic media, in the electronical room,
radio art, installation and performance.
MARIKA SCHMIEDT *1966 in Traun, Austria, is a visual
artist, activist and filmmaker living in Vienna. The
artistic work focuses on addressing the situation
of ethnic Roma before and after 1945.
ARYE WACHSMUTH *1962 in Hamburg, raised in
Tel Aviv. He studied Visual Media Design with
Peter Weibel at the University of Applied Arts
Vienna. He lives in Vienna.
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ARTURAS BUMŠTEINAS *1982 in Vilnius, is a
composer and sound artist living in Vilnius and
Warsaw. DAAD fellowship holder in Berlin in 2017.
ZSUZSI FLOHR *1981 in Budapest, is an artist living
in Budapest and Vienna. Her art deals with issues
of the 3rd generation after the Holocaust.
EDUARD FREUDMANN *1979 in Vienna. Studied
visual art at the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna and
the Bauhaus University Weimar. He lives in Vienna.
SABINE GROSCHUP *1959 in Innsbruck, is a visual
artist, filmmaker and writer. She studied with
Maria Lassnig at the University for Applied Arts
Vienna. Groschup lives in Vienna.
PAUL ALBERT LEITNER *1957 in Jenbach, Austria, lives
as an artist photographer in Vienna. He is holder
of the Austrian State Prize for Photography.

SHMUEL BARZILAI *1957 in Jerusalem, is the chief
cantor of the Israelitische Kultusgemeinde Wien
since 1992.
BENJY FOX-ROSEN *1984 in Los Angeles CA, is a
composer and performer currently based in
Vienna. He primarily works with Yiddish music.
RENI HOFMÜLLER *1966 in Hall in Tirol, Austria, is an
artist, organizer and activist living mostly in Graz.
ELISABETH KELVIN *1965 in New Haven CT, USA,
lives as a musician and visual artist in Vienna.
DER SPRECHCHOR founded in 2014 in Vienna is a
multilingual speaking choir, led by Bruno Pisek.

«TONSPUR 76_expanded:
Karen Werner’s HAUS,
Plus A Group Of Works
Circling About Holocaust
Postmemory And The
Stranger.»
23 February—23 March 2018
Opening: 22 February, 7:30 pm

Sonic diptych by Karen WERNER and corresponding
exhibition with works by Simone BADER • Dvora
BARZILAI • Arturas BUMŠTEINAS • Zsuzsi FLOHR
• Eduard FREUDMANN • Sabine GROSCHUP • Paul
Albert LEITNER • PRINZpod • Georg SALNER • Gue
SCHMIDT • Marika SCHMIEDT • Arye WACHSMUTH
• and with sound contributions by Shmuel BARZILAI
• Benjy FOX-ROSEN • Reni HOFMÜLLER • Elisabeth
KELVIN • der SPRECHCHOR
Curated by Georg Weckwerth

MAG3, S chi f famts gass e 17 , 10 2 0 V i e n n a
Openi ng hours : Tue–F ri , 5 –8 p m

Wed 7 March, 7 :30 p m : p e rfo rm a n ce
by chief ca ntor Shmu e l B a rzi l a i (vo ca l s )
an d Benjy Fox-Ros en (co nt ra b a s s ,
vocal s ).

The past is meaningless to many people. Their
focus is on the now and what is coming. This
is accompanied by ignorance; the forgetting
of history and its falsification are becoming increasingly socially acceptable again. However
it is the past that shapes us. The lived moment is
immediately a moment in the past. The bat of an
eyelid, and it has happened. At the same time,

Dvora Barzilai, Shorashim (Roots), twelve-part autobiographical collage, 2016/17

“HAUS” is a sonic diptych that began as an
inquiry into my family’s house on Novaragasse
in Vienna’s second district. My great-grandparents, grandparents, and many other relatives
lived in the house for years. Beginning in 1939,
Nazis took over this house as a “Judenhaus”,
(also known as “Sammelwohnungen”), forcibly
moving multiple Jewish families into the apartments before sending them to concentration
camps. 221 people were deported and killed
from this building on Novaragasse.
My surviving family members were prohibited
from reclaiming or entering this home when
they returned to Vienna post-war. While
working on this sound piece, I unexpectedly
gained access to the house and to my family’s
actual apartment through a friend of a friend
who lives in the building.
Much of the process of making “HAUS”, parts I
and II has been about searching for languages
that can adequately convey both grief and
creative repair. One compelling motivation for
finding this kind of language was that I wanted
to define myself and my family members not in
terms of the imposed acts of annihilation and
violence done in the Novaragasse house but
on our own creative terms. This is not easy to
do for those who have inherited wounds of
violence, including a defense against grieving.
Ghosts and history are still palpable and in
need of attention and trauma lingers in the
body.
In “HAUS”, part I: “Covenant of the Tongue”, I turn
to an ancient Jewish text, “Sefer Yetzirah”, a foundational source for Kabbalists, to help find such
a language that would connect to my family’s
roots and to Holocaust history while enacting
the profound creative energy to animate a
narrative with a far more inviting ethical, poetic
and even erotic field of possibility. “Sefer
Yetzirah” is a about the power of the breath,
letter and word to form the world. Specific

vocal meditations allow one to chisel and
engrave the air, entering the building blocks of
life through vibration. The utterance is a sensual
and generative act, literally making the world
through the portal of the mouth.
This first part of the “HAUS” sonic diptych
weaves together responses to the question
“What is a ghost?” with me sounding and
permuting Hebrew letters from “Sefer Yetzirah”,
sometimes recorded at night in the entry
hallway of the house on Novaragasse. In such
a way, “HAUS”, part I: “Covenant of the Tongue”
is meant as both a bearing witness to the past
and a claiming of language, sound and subtle
narrative that shakes open and (re)creates self
and world.
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Karen Werner, HAUS, from the 7-part series of images, 2017
photo: Georg Weckwerth; design: Astrid Seme, Studio

Su n 22 A pri l , 11 pm: Kare n We rn e r’s
“HAUS” on Ö1 Ra diokun st – Kun st ra d i o .

Marika Schmiedt, Roma out, Mariahilferstraße, Vienna, 2018

Th u 15 M a rc h, 7–8 pm : Ka re n We rn e r’s
“Radio Autoet hnograp hy ” wo rks h o p o n
R ADIO OR ANGE 94.0 .

The sound work that stands at the center of the
exhibition is framed by the contributions of 13
artists. They react and respond to the sound
diptych in their own way and in their own
formal language. The latter ranges from drawing, collage, object, photography and video,
textile art, conceptual art and poster art, to
text, literature, soundart and composition. The
result is a space for free interpretation and free
association, for an experience circling around
genocide, exile, migration and the stranger—
on the illuminating side and the shadow side of
humanity.
In times of alarming nationalist tendencies in
Austria, Germany and many other countries in
Europe and the world, it is important to adopt a
responsible attitude, to be truthful and to take a
stand together.
—Georg Weckwerth

Zsuzsi Flohr, from the ongoing cycle Drawings of Vienna, 2015

Paul Albert Leitner, from Leopoldstadtbegehung, 2018

Tu e 13 March, 5–8 pm: “ D e m Ve rt re i b e r
de r J üdi nnen und J ud e n a us W i e n (To
th e Expell er of t he Jews fro m V i e n n a );
works hop wi t h pa rt i ci p at i n g a rt i st
Edu a rd Freudmann.

Karen Werner’s two-part TONSPUR 76, “HAUS”
(house), has truthfulness inscribed in it in a
special way. She undertook an intensive search
to achieve this. She best describes this search
herself. Now, in Vienna—the hometown of her
family, which meant first-hand experience of
repression and deportation along with mass
murder motivated by racism under the Nazis,
for them and innumerable others—she has
found an artistic vocabulary for the inconceivable in the past, which will be and must always
be present, while being simultaneously both
truthful and liberating.

STR ANGE L ANGUAGE : HAUS, PART I,
COV E NANT OF THE TONGU E
Arye Wachsmuth, FLUT 02, unique print, 2018

S ave t he dates :
Wed 7 March, 5:30–7 p m : g ui d e d to ur
w ith Ka ren Werner an d G e o rg We ckwert h ( meet ing point N ova ra g a s s e 4 0 ,
walk to MAG3 ga l l er y , to ur t h ro ug h t h e
exhib i t i on) .

Georg Salner, Designer Book, ca. 1990 © Bildrecht, Wien 2018

Openi ng:
In the pres ence of t he a rt i sts
Introduc tor y words : Gue S ch m i d t
(MAG3) & Georg We ck we rt h (TO N S P U R
Kunst verei n Wi en)
On “HAUS” (TONSPUR 7 6_p a rts I + II ):
Dr. Feli citas H eima nn- Je l i n e k
Openi ng of t he exhi b i t i o n :
U schi Li chtenegger, b o ro ug h m ayo r
Leop ol dstadt

though, it is what has just happened that plays
a role in the now—at least in the subconscious
mind. The past and the present are inseparably one. There is no today and no tomorrow
without a yesterday. The past accompanies
each day for people who are curious, people
without prejudice, people who are reflective
and thoughtful. Their actions are responsible,
drawing on personal and passed-on experience. Artists are special among this group
of people because, for them, these characteristics are inherent. They draw strength from
the above for a particular capacity to pursue
truthfulness.

